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A clandestine race of half-dragon, half-humans known as dragon-shifters lives among us. Bastian,

leader of the Nightfury dragon clan, is sworn to protect humankind at all costs. For him, honor and

duty always come first. When the clan dictates he take a human mate to sire a son, he falters,

aware that for a human to birth a dragon-shifter she must die. Myst, the woman given into his care,

is the most extraordinary he's ever met, and though he can't bear the thought of harming her, he is

bound by duty. Myst loves her life in the human world, but Bastian has captured her heart in an

instant of electric connection. But Bastian and his warriors are in the middle of a deadly battle with

the Razorback dragon-shifters, intent on killing every Nightfury clan member - and the humans they

protect - the fate of their world and ours hangs in the balance. An extraordinary blend of action,

fantasy, and steamy romance, Fury of Fire brings to life a dangerous new world intertwined with the

survival of humanity, all while exploring the meaning of honor and the nature of true love.
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This is a new series and a new to me author. It was recommended to me online. And like with all

recommendations, some are great and some, not so much. This one was great. I was happily

surprised.The Nightfurys are dragon shifters. An all male race that feeds off the energy of human

females. Each human draws pure power from the "Meridian" Something the Dragonkind needed to

survive. They also need to breed with human females. The males are only able to sire a child twice

a year, when the Meridian realigns. Unfortunately, their females die during childbirth. With their

numbers dwindling, their leader, Bastian, needs to set an example. Be the first to choose a female,



and sire a son. Just the thought of what he has to do sickens him. To end an innocent life to ensure

the survival of his race.Myst Munroe is a registered nurse. She needs to check on one last patient

before heading home. She fears for this young woman, Caroline. She knows she's involved with a

very scary and possibly abusive man. Caroline has missed her last few doctors appointments and

something strange has shown up in her last blood test. So Myst heads out to check on her patient.

Only to find her bleeding out and almost dead when she arrives. Myst makes the decision to save

the baby.That's when Bastian and his men show up. Hoping to save the child. A child they know

was sired by one of the Dragonkind. Not one of Bastian's men, but one of their enemy, the

Razorback clan. The rogue dragons who hate humans and have been at war with the Nightfurys for

decades.Bastian and Myst have an instant connection. She possessed the most powerful energy he

had ever seen. And he new there and then, she was his. He would do everything in his power to

protect her. And it saddened him knowing she would die giving him a son.I read plenty of reviews for

this book before I finally bought it. And the majority of them didn't like the book because they

thought it was too much like the Black Dagger Brotherhood. I too, have read BDB. And yes there

are similarities. But this book is not a copy of BDB. The author has created a very believable world

for her dragons to live in. It is very well written. The world building and character development draw

the reader in. And while you might see something similar, you are so wrapped up in this world, with

these characters, you don't really notice the similarities. I really liked the book, and I'm off to buy the

second one.

The reason IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m giving this a two star rating is not because it was a crappy story.

On the contrary, it was a pretty good story. My problem is that I agree with the reviewer, Bridgette

Dooley, in that there is too much in common with the Black Dagger Brotherhood series that it cannot

be just coincidence. For instance, the group of warriors live together as

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœbrothersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ in their huge fortress, they dress in leathers and

s***kickers, they have an aversion to daylight, only males are born so they have to take females to

keep the race going, etc. And Myst is another bottom lip biter. Good Lord can any of these

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœauthorsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ come up with something else besides bottom lip biting

and running hands through hair?? gads. This mirrors the Black Dagger Brotherhood so much that

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s shameful. Corrine Callahan, shame on you.

Follow this review and others at [...]OMG! OMG! OMG! Ok, now that I've got that out of my system.

OMG! I LOVED this book. In the first 70 pages we had hot alpha males looking to hook up, a full



scale dragon battle, a newborn baby, love at first sight and the McDonalds Big Mac jingle. This book

was 400 pages of pure adrenaline mixed in with hot sex and even sexier dragonshifters!As I was

reading this book I couldn't help but notice the similarities between this series of characters and

those in the Black Dagger Brotherhood series (BDB). I love BDB. While the characters and parts of

the storyline (2 factions fighting-one evil, one good, and the good guys are smoking hot!), the

Dragonfury series is independent and unique. Her writing style is also very different from Ward's.

So, while I definitely draw comparisons between the two, they are in no way exactly alike.I like the

way Coreene dove right into the story, no backbuilding or history. She just throws the reader right in,

sink or swim. She also starts out with a bang. There's a dragon fight before you even get out of the

starting gate! All of this adds to the adrenaline pumping for the reader. The battles are well

described and full of action, I could see the battles in my mind. It was almost like watching my own

personal movie. Coreene managed to do this without boring me with so many details I wanted to

scream. The imagery flowed with the battle and was a natural element to the descriptions. The one

place the imagery failed me was the description of the house where Bastian and his men live. I'm

hoping as we get more descriptions in later books, it will become more clear in my mind.The love

story between Bastian and Myst is out of this world. I like how Myst keeps fighting what's going on

with Bastian, because, really? Dragons? But once they touch, all bets are off. This is all due to the

energy Myst wields. We learn a little about the Meridian and the energy that flows from the Meridian

through Myst in this story. We also learn of the importance of that energy to the dragons. I still feel a

little lost when it comes to that aspect of the story and I'm hoping we learn more about it in the

coming books.The tension and the subsequent releasing of the tension between Myst and Bastian

was hawt, hawt, hawt. Did I mention it was HAWT!!! The mental imagery of Myst flying over the

table, sending china flying to get to Bastian is not one that will leave me anytime soon!In addition to

all of the hot sex, smoking hot alpha men and the adrenaline rush, I love the way Coreene has

introduced us to the next female to get sucked into their world. In fact, she left us with a cliffhanger

at the end. And I do love a good cliffhanger!Overall this is a very good book and I can't wait to read

more. The second one has already been released and I'll be picking it up shortly so I can continue

with the series. I will have to pace myself though, as the third one doesn't come out until November

and the fourth isn't even listed yet. So, while I love cliffhangers and really good series, I HATE

waiting for the next books to come out. I am not a patient woman!One last note, how can you not

love a book that has the McDonald's Big Mac theme song, Maxwell House commercial theme and a

libido screaming Pick Me! Pick Me! Pick Me!? I mean come on! How often to do you find that in a

book?



Mist and Bastian a nurse and a dragon !! I just loved this story !! The car ride Bastain gave her ,

wow ! I really enjoy reading about strong women who are not afraid to give their man a hard time

and boy does she ! All the twists and turns here keeps you reading ! Well written and I strongly

encourage everyone whom loves PNR as much as I do to grab Fury of Fire and the rest of this

series !!

She came upon her client lying on the floor in a pool of her blood. In order to save her baby as she

was dying, she had to do a section and take the baby. And then all hell broke out.She and the baby

got help and then got kidnapped by as dragon. Can true love win out? There is romance, fights and

revenge. Dragon caves and other dragons is all there. Read this and enjoy a really good story.
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